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About This Content

Fly the most produced aircraft of the Piper company, the PA-28RT-201 Arrow IV. The cockpit is accurate and fully equipped
with the performance being as realistic as possible. Originally rebuilt aircraft models with an unbelievable visual quality, a true

highlight for every light aircraft pilot.

The Carenado line of aircraft for FSX: Steam Edition has been well acclaimed by players and reviewers for many years and for
good reason. They are well constructed, look exceptionally good and have impeccable behaviour in flight.

Features

External dynamic shadows, internal dynamic shadows on VC, normal mapping, specular mapping and bloom lights

Polygon optimized model
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Interactive virtual cockpit

Full moving parts, including ailerons, elevators, rudders, flaps, rolling wheels and opening doors

3D modelled pilot and cockpit area

Detailing, including pitot pressure chamber, antennas and fuel tank

Realistic textures and original paint design

Custom panel and gauges

Realistic light effects on gauges

Nightlight effects on panel

Similar behaviour comparative with the real airplane

Real weight and balance
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This is a well polished game, with interesting machancis and beautiful animations. The characters telling the story on the other
hand feel a bit like an afterthought thrown over a good base. For the price this is a great puzzle game with just a few rough
edges.. This game has gone downhill in more recent months. They remove more and more until it's now just a crap game. I just
re installed it to see the newest updates and now I can't even create my own character anymore!!! I want my money back.. Woah
Dave takes classic elements from a few classic arcade titles and combines them into an temporily-displaced, just-one-more-play-
addictive gem. It has (of course) couch two player, and the recent DELUXE patch added two new levels and a couple of new
mechanics that really round things out, including bosses! If you should ever tire of the rockin' soundtrack, which will take a
while, it seems to play well to whatever your music player is putting out at the time. If you feel competitive, each
mode/map/difficulty combo has its own leaderboard.

JUST ONE THING: Dave wants you to use a controller. C'mon man!. INSANELY fun. In my opinion, this game deserves a
better fanbase. A nice deathmatch like gamemode would be frickn' sweet too. :D

8.6\/10. This game is extremely laggy and lacks functionality. I would like a full refund of this game. $1 might be too much.
This game was an improvement on the first, but still has room to grow. Still no voice over, but the plot was much better, and the
game had more than just hidden object scenes. The animations also improved, but I hated how slow they were. Even just finding
an object in a HOS it had to twirl and bounce in front of the screen for-ev-er before going away and letting you click the next
object. The speach was also finiky as sometimes you clicked to make a speach bubble appear and other times you didn't so I
often clicked and closed a speach bubble that i never got to read. Oh well. Still an improvement on the first, and I look forward
to seeing how the third improves upon this one.. I just... what is with all the ♥♥♥♥ing sexual harrasment in this game! Not
really likable guys, and they treat the MC really bad. Like this is not a good work envioment!!
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Nothing special at all, mediocre at best , there are tons of better games don't waste time on this.. ...you're going to make me pay
for my holy warriors to look the part?

GTFO.. Broken right now, joining each other lobbies is impossible, I have managed to get in a friends lobby but then when the
game is started my screen turns completely grey and can just move my cursor around.

I would wait with buying this until the developer fixes these game breaking issues.

----- Edit -----

The developer contacted me (super nice guy) and we debugged the issues apperently you have to do some port forwarding to get
the lobby joining issue fixed. Port 7777 has to be forwarded on the hosts end. The grey screen is fixed aswel.

I will leave the review on "Bad' until I played thru it atleast once. Because I have to review the game and not the developer.

----- Edit -----

So now that everything works for me, I have finished the game, everything works properly so I am going to set the game to
"Recommend" however I do think the game is not worth 10 bucks the way it is right now.

I would spent like 4 - 5 bucks on this.

The idea of the game is awesome and hopefully they will release more maps and stuff soon.. Incredibly short, terrible graphics,
but fascinating look at cults. Great focus on development and an ominous world.. Just tried out space rift and i gotta say i have
played alot of vr sims, vr space sims, they were all good and immersive but more like demos, space rift is the first that has a
story good voice acting comfortable background music and immersive ,i highly reccomend this to anyone with vr headgear
10\/10 can,t wait for the next episode keep up the good work can't wait for episode 2. If you love puzzled games with a beautiful
art style then this game for you. Just know the puzzles are real easy!

Pros:
art style is beautiful
Good puzzles
steam trading cards
Good music, even if somewhat repetitive after a while
Relatively intuitive UI

Cons:
Bland story
animations are too long,. Good game, only comes with one map unless you want to pay for the DLC's but it's still great to play
with friends.
Some of the puzzles aren't very obvious but the hint system makes up for it.
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